The use of urinary Insulin-like Growth Factor-I (IGF-I) for determining skeletal age of participants
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Abstract

Introduction: Biochemical markers play an important role in the growth and repair of bone and can be evaluated in different biological fluids. Therefore, the aim of this study was to evaluate the level of insulin-like growth factor-I (IGF-I) in urine as a puberty index and to compare it with cervical vertebral maturational stages (CVMSs) in lateral cephalometry.

Materials & Methods: In this cross-sectional study, 50 8-18-year-old patients (males and females), referred to Faculty of Dentistry with CVMS of 2 to 6 and needed orthodontic treatment as well as lateral cephalometry were selected. All of these patients were healthy. The CVMSs were recorded based on lateral cephalometric radiographs and urinary levels of IGF-I was determined using a urine-based ELISA kit. Mean IGF-I values for each CVMS were analyzed by Mann-Whitney, Kruskal-Wallis and Chi-square tests in SPSS. P<0.05 was statistically considered as significant level.

Results: In this study, the mean age of participants, ranged from 8 to 18 years was 12.96±3.82. There was no statistically significant difference in gender distribution between CVM groups (P=0.106). The level of urinary IGF-I had no significant difference between groups, except for CVMS3 group (P=0.073). In CS3, the mean urinary IGF-I level was 0.2727, representing a significant difference from other groups (P=0.000). IGF-I levels had no significant differences between males (0.03±0.04) and females (0.08±0.011), (P=0.492).

Conclusion: The highest urinary IGF-I level was found in both genders in CVMS 3 and 4, which coincided with peak growth spurt in patients.


http://www.CJDR.ir
Introduction

The determination of skeletal maturation in medicine and dentistry is of great importance. The timing of skeletal maturation is strongly influenced by gender as well as genetic and environmental factors. Different indices have been used to estimate skeletal maturation including height, chronological age, dental age, calcification of the wrists and hands and development of the cervical vertebrae.[1] Many researchers have shown that chronological age is not a reliable indicator to evaluate the state of puberty due to the significant differences in the maturation among people with the same chronological age; therefore, it is not an appropriate indicator for evaluating skeletal maturation. [2] Dental age and height indicate poor strength in the prediction of pubertal growth spurt. [3] Through wrist radiographs and lateral cephalometry, it is possible to evaluate the state of puberty. [4] Meanwhile, to prevent excessive radiation or to ensure results, alternative substitutes such as urinary insulin-like growth factor-I (IGF-I) are suggested to diagnose
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چیکده

هدفه: مقدمه: مارگره با پیوسته ای از جمله عامل‌های هستنده که در رشد و ترمیم استخوان نقش دارند و می‌توان آنها را بصورت گمی در مایعات بیولوژیکی ازیابی کرد. هدف از این مطالعه، ارزیابی تغییرات سطح فاکتور رشد مولتیتی (IGF-I) در ادارات مختلف به شکل ایزوکمپ (CVMSs) در سطح مایع طرفی است. مواد و روش ها: در این مطالعه مقطعی 50 بیمار (دختر و پسر) مراجعه کننده به دانشکده دندانپزشکی بین سنین 10-18 سال در CVMS های مخصوص سطح ادارات (CVMS) جمع‌آوری گردید. انتخاب شدند. این افراد همگی سالم بودند. سطح ادارات (CVMS) به روش ELISA با استفاده از کیت های اداری ثبت شدند مقدار میانگین IGF-I در هر گروه بر اساس CVMS، معناداری پذیر شد (p=0.05). نتایج: ها: در این مطالعه میانگین سن افراد شرکت کننده در CVMS و عوامل مختلف IGF-I در گروه‌های مختلف CVMS و جنسیت محاسبه‌شده P=0.106. در CVMS سطح ادارات (IGF-I) در گروه‌های مختلف CVMS و جنسیت محاسبه‌شده P=0.073. در گروه‌های مختلف CVMS و جنسیت محاسبه‌شده P=0.000. در گروه‌های مختلف CVMS و جنسیت محاسبه‌شده P=0.492. نتیجه‌گیری: ها: در این مطالعه با توجه به مقدار IGF-I در ادارات و متغیر در مرحله سوم و پنجم سه میانگین گروش شد که می‌تواند با جدایی سرعت بیشتر در پیماران می‌باشد.
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Materials & Methods

This study was approved by the Ethics Committee of Babol University of Medical Sciences, Babol, Iran (with the code of MUBABOL.REC.1396.62). Totally, 50 8-18-year-old patients, referred to Faculty of Dentistry were randomly selected for the present study. They needed orthodontic treatment and lateral cephalometric radiography. Inclusion criteria were no presence of systemic, congenital and hereditary diseases and growth disorders as well as no history of maxillofacial fractures. For data collection, The CVMS was recorded by observing lateral cephalometric radiographs and the urinary IGF-I levels were evaluated using ELISA kit.

Lateral cephalometric radiographs were prepared in the same center by Cranex D X-ray unit (Soredex, Finland). The CVMSs were evaluated by 2 orthodontists independently so that both experts were unaware of patients’ age, growth status and IGF-I level. Evaluation of CVMSs was performed based on Graber et al. Given that each specialist reads each cephalometric radiograph only once, a random error of up to 5% was considered. If the two orthodontists disagreed on some cases, they would reobserve the lateral cephalometries together to agree on a mutual conclusion. Approximately, the equal number of patients for all CVMSs (stages 2-6) was entered into the present study, and the patients were divided into 5 groups.
The next morning of taking radiographs, the patients were referred to the Razi Laboratory for morning urine sampling. For evaluation of IGF-I, ELISA kit (Sigma Aldrich, Germany) was used and the results were reported as numerical values between 0-100 ng/ml. The sensitivity of this test was 0.05 ng/ml. Each kit contained 96 tests of which 10 ones were considered as standard. Urine samples were immediately extracted and stored according to the company's instructions, at -20°C. Data were analyzed after collecting sufficient samples. According to the demographic data, IGF-I association with age was also investigated.

The mean urinary IGF-I level in each group was determined. Mann-Whitney, Kruskal-Wallis and Chi-square tests were used to compare the correlation between urinary IGF-I levels and CVMSs. Statistical significance was defined at P<0.05.

**Results**

In this study, the total number of participants was 50 patients of which 19 (38%) and 31 (62%) patients were male and female, respectively. The mean age of 8-18-year-old participants in the present study was 12.96±3.82. Distribution of patients in the five CVMSs is shown in table 1. There was no significant difference in the distribution of genders among these groups (p=0.106).

**Table 1. CVMSs based on gender.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cervical vertebral maturational stages</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Male N(%)</td>
<td>5(26.3)</td>
<td>6(31.6)</td>
<td>5(26.3)</td>
<td>0(0)</td>
<td>3(15.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female N(%)</td>
<td>5(16.1)</td>
<td>5(16.1)</td>
<td>6(19.4)</td>
<td>9(29)</td>
<td>6(19.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total N(%)</td>
<td>10(20)</td>
<td>11(22)</td>
<td>11(22)</td>
<td>9(18)</td>
<td>9(18)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Regarding the absence of normal distribution of data in these two groups, the nonparametric test was used to compare IGF-I in both males and females. The results of the current study suggested that the IGF-I had no significant difference between men (0.03±0.04) and women (0.08±0.011) (Z=-0.688, p=0.492). The mean and standard deviation of IGF-I values in different CVM groups are illustrated in table 2.

Regarding the absence of normal distribution of data, non-parametric test was used to compare IGF-I in different CVM groups. Kruskal-Wallis test was applied to compare IGF-I among CVMSs. There was a statistically significant difference only between group CVMS3 and other groups (p=0.0001).

**Table 2. Mean and standard deviation of IGF-I levels based on the CVMSs**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cervical vertebral maturational stages</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.2727</td>
<td>0.54789</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.0182</td>
<td>0.04045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.00000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.00000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.0640</td>
<td>0.27237</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Discussion**

In the present study, the mean age of the 8-18-year-old participants was 12.96 ± 3.82. There was no statistical difference in gender distribution among CVM groups. In this study, urine samples of male and female were used, because the use of either of these alone might lead to bias in the results since some of previous studies reported different levels of IGF-I between two genders. However, in the current study the mean IGF-I level in male and female was not statistically different. This difference in result may be due to culture and ethnicity affecting puberty in both genders.

Yamamoto et al. evaluated various concentrations of IGF-I at different hours of the day, and reported higher levels in morning samples. They also demonstrated a positive correlation of IGF-1 accumulated in 24 hours with IGF-I morning urine. Therefore, we also collected urine samples in the morning. Ryan et al. measured the amount of human salivary IGF-I, in which a low level of IGF-I was found; hence, the accurate measurements were not possible. Furthermore, collecting salivary IGF-I is hard and there is a potential for contamination with saliva and blood fluid. Collecting and storing urine than saliva samples are relatively easier for the former is not technique-sensitive.

Masoud et al. demonstrated the association between IGF-I and CVM in 83 patients (44 women, 39 men) aged 5-22 years old. The result of their study was similar to our findings. The highest levels of IGF-I were found in stage 3, followed by stage 4. This is due to accelerated growth rate of children in stage 3 as the preparing stage for peak growth spurt.

Hizuka et al. collected 8 randomized urine samples for IGF-I from 8 normal individuals, 10 patients with...
acromegaly and 9 patients with hypopituitarism as well as observed that IGF-I reflected the state of growth hormone. [21]

Ratcliff et al. have evaluated the age-related IGF-I and found that the highest levels of hormone is secreted in stage 3. [22] Nevertheless, Hall et al. stated this peak in stage 4. [23] The result of the latter study was different from our findings. Quattrin et al. examined the level of secreted IGF-I in healthy and unhealthy children in terms of growth, and expressed that the secretion of this hormone was much higher at puberty than pre-puberty period. [24] Skeletal response to growth changes can be increased at stages 3 and 4. [25] Additionally, the highest growth rates of height and mandible have been represented in stages 3 and 4 of the CVM. [26] The maximum changes in ramus length and body length as well as the largest effects on condylion are also seen in stages 3 and 4. Besides, stages 3 and 4 exhibit the largest anterior rotation of gonial angle. Based on the findings of Gu et al. the peak mandibular growth occurs during the interval between stages 3-4. Forward rotation of the mandible is associated with higher mandibular growth posteriorly as compared to anteriorly. [27]

The results of the ongoing study are the same as most of the previous studies. The peak urinary IGF-I level in men and women was measured in stages 3 and 4, representing the peak growth spurt. However, at other CVMSs, significant amounts of IGF-I could not be found in all samples, possibly because of low urinary levels of the hormone and difficulty in detecting it or due to possible laboratory errors. Urinary IGF-I levels were much lower than serum IGF-I levels. Yokoya et al. measured urinary IGF-I levels using immunoassay and found that it was about 1% of serum levels. [28] Thus, further studies with more precise kit may help to determine the urinary IGF-I level changes during puberty in orthodontic patients.

**Conclusion**

Based on the current study, it could be concluded that the peak level of urinary IGF-I coincided with CVMS 3 at growth spurt so that both of them represented peak growth in children. Therefore, the urinary IGF-I may be considered as a promising tool for evaluating the growth peak without limitation of radiographic techniques in the future. More studies with more precise kits and procedures on Iranian population are needed.
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